To create a report, only two things are required: Data, and a data description.
You can supplement the information in the Master File by generating a picture of the data source structure-that is, of how the data source segments relate to each other. Use the following command:
CHECK FILE filename PICTURE RETRIEVE In the picture, segments are shown in the order in which they are retrieved. Four fields of each segment are displayed.
What Does a Master File Describe?
A Master File enables you to:
• Identify the name and type of a data source.
• Identify and relate groups of fields.
• Describe individual fields.
Identifying a Data Source
In order to interpret data, your application needs to know the name you are using to identify the data source and what type of data source it is. For example, is it a DB2 data source, an Oracle data source, or a FOCUS data source?
Identifying and Relating a Group of Fields
A Master File identifies and relates groups of fields that have a one-to-one correspondence with each other-in Master File terms, a segment; in relational terms, a table. You can join data sources of the same type (using a Master File or a JOIN command) and data sources of different types (using a JOIN command). For example, you can join two DB2 data sources to a FOCUS data source, and then to a VSAM data source.
Describing a Field
Every field has several characteristics that you must describe in a Master File, such as type of data and length or scale. A Master File can also indicate optional field characteristics. For example, a Master File can specify if the field can have a missing value, and can provide descriptive information for the field. A Master File usually describes all of the fields in a data source. In some cases, however, you can create a logical view of the data source in which only a subset of the fields is available, and then describe only those fields in your Master File.
What Is in a Master File?
A Master File describes a data source using a series of declarations:
• A data source declaration.
• A segment declaration for each segment within the data source.
• A field declaration for each field within a segment.
The specifications for an Access File are similar, although the details vary by type of data source. The appropriate documentation for your data adapter indicates whether you require an Access File and, if so, what the Access File attributes are.
Syntax: How to Specify a Declaration
Each declaration specifies a series of attributes in the form attribute = value, attribute = value, ... ,$ where:
attribute Is a Master File keyword that identifies a file, segment, or field property. You can specify any Master File attribute by its full name, its alias, or its shortest unique truncation. For example, you can use the full attribute FILENAME or the shorter form FILE. value Is the value of the attribute.
A comma follows each attribute assignment, and each field declaration ends with a dollar sign ($). Commas and dollar signs are optional at the end of data source and segment declarations. Each declaration should begin on a new line. You can extend a declaration across as many lines as you wish. For a given declaration you can put each attribute assignment on a separate line, combine several attributes on each line, or include the entire declaration on a single line. Each line can be a maximum of 80 characters long. Note: In a Master File, the attribute name must be in English; the attribute value can be in any supported national language.
Improving Readability
You can begin each attribute assignment in any position that you wish. You can include blank spaces between the elements in a declaration. This makes it easy for you to indent segment or field declarations to make the Master File easier to read. To position text, use blank spaces, not the Tab character. You can also include blank lines to separate declarations from each other. Blank spaces and lines are not required and are ignored by the application.
Example: Improving Readability With Blank Spaces and Blank Lines
The following declarations show how to improve readability by adding blank spaces and blank lines within and between declarations:
• SEGNAME=EMPINFO, SEGTYPE=S1 ,$ FIELDNAME=EMP_ID, ALIAS=EID, USAGE=A9 ,$
• SEGNAME=EMPINFO, SEGTYPE=S1 ,$ FIELDNAME = EMP_ID, ALIAS = EID, USAGE = A9 ,$
• SEGNAME=EMPINFO,SEGTYPE=S1,$ FIELDNAME = EMP_ID, ALIAS = EID, USAGE = A9 ,$
Example: Improving Readability by Extending a Declaration Across Lines
The following example extends a field declaration across several lines: 
The PICTURE Option
The PICTURE option displays a diagram of the FOCUS structure defined by the Master File. Each segment is represented by a box. There are four types of boxes, which indicate whether a segment (including the root segment) is non-unique or unique and whether it is real or cross-referenced.
Example:
Using the CHECK FILE PICTURE Option
The four types of boxes are:
Real segments
Non-unique segment:
Unique segment: segname num U ************** ************** *field1 **I *field2 ** *field3 ** *field4 ** * ** *************** ************** *field1 *I *field2 * *field3 * *field4 * * * ************** The diagram also shows the relationship between segments (see the following example). Parent segments are shown above children segments connected by straight lines.
Cross

